The FHM Mission: Through the Montessori philosophy, we inspire every child to learn and grow as a responsible global citizen in a collaborative, peaceful, and safe environment.

The FHM Vision: We seek to transform our community by developing students who pursue their full potential, understand their global responsibilities, and respect others, self, and the environment.

SCHOOL ACCOUNTABILITY COMMITTEE
Meeting Minutes
Date: Wednesday, October 18th · 5:30 – 7:00pm

AGENDA ITEMS

1. Meeting was called to order
   Attendance:
   
   | Suzanne Diekman | present | Melissa Monoski | present |
   | Alison Fuhr | absent | Matthew Muhm | present |
   | Margaret Kourakis | present | Jesse Ornelis | present |
   | Judy Luehring | present | Starr Svaldi | present |
   | Tyler Luehring | present | Ellen Ivy | present |

2. FHM Mission and Vision

3. Review of Agenda: no changes

4. Community Comments: no comments

5. Review of Prior Minutes: No minutes at this time

6. BOY Data review We noticed that the scores show that we must continue to improve by maximizing instructional time.

7. Communications Ground work This will continue what we began last year. Jeffco is revising all websites and we need to wait for that to be completed. Communication has been an area of improvement identified in previous surveys. We adjusted dismissal procedures to provide more opportunities for parents to have more contact with teachers. The phase-in day communication seemed confusing. Outdated supply lists were on the website over the summer. Conference restrictions on students attending were not communicated in a timely manner. One stop would be helpful. We are hoping a parent survey will be given this year.

8. Board Meeting update: Matt Muhm is a new board member. There is a full slate of members. The Board would like to receive reports from the SAC. The board is also considering communication as a topic for the school. Clarification from Judy: The SAC is not a subcommittee of the FHM board but rather a Colorado State School requirement.

Next Meeting: Wednesday, November 15th
The FHM Mission: Through the Montessori philosophy, we inspire every child to learn and grow as a responsible global citizen in a collaborative, peaceful, and safe environment.

The FHM Vision: We seek to transform our community by developing students who pursue their full potential, understand their global responsibilities, and respect others, self, and the environment.